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GBMC Epic Hyperspace Dashboard 
• Allows for close to real-time monitoring of rates
• Flexibility of date range selection and aggregation
• Drilldown capability to specific cases
• Fully automated – no manual review necessary



Drilldown Options:

• Shows the cases based 
on their groups and 
from drilldown, can go 
straight to the patient’s 
chart



SQL Manual Metrics:  A SQL query that incorporates all the parameters.

Development Steps:
1. Created various temp tables/CTEs to pull relevant data points from the MAR, 

and nursing flowsheets for the BP readings.
2. Identify an initial population
3. Apply exclusion parameters to arrive at clean denominator base.
4. Identify various ways that a case is “resolved” based on BP readings only.

5. Apply the medication 
administration within 60 minutes 
of onset as secondary option for 
compliance.
6. Create clean numerator and 
calculate rates



Additional Considerations:

1. It is a very iterative process – needs investment of time from both 
programmer and a clinical staff for data validation.

2. Very little need (if none at all) to consult the chart.  The validation Excel 
files used by clinical staff contains all the data points considered for the 
resolution or compliance.

3. There is a SQL query ready for sharing particularly for Epic hospitals, but 
will probably require additional validation depending on specific 
workflows.



EXAMPLE CASES:

A. Exclusions – patients that never had any qualifying “occurrences”



EXAMPLE CASES:

B. Identifying the initial time zero and a “revised” time zero – The original onset 
was 10/13 22:11 but it only took 8 minutes for the next normal, so this “set” of 
occurrence does not count and the logic looks for the next set of occurrences.  
Next STN is followed by a normal - after 15 minutes, but before the hour is over 
from that “revised” time-zero, 2 normal were recorded so this was “resolved”. 
Logic stops after the first qualifying occurrence.



EXAMPLE CASES

C. Final Compliance – the final clean, distinct encounter only worksheet can pull 
“compliance” from 2 sources, either from the resolution on the flowsheet 
readings or the administration of the medications based on original onset.



THE 
END 


